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To: sford@deltastate.edu

Sat, Feb 17, 2018 at 3:32 PM

Dear Dr. Ford,
My name is Lisa Fuller and I am a librarian at Harding University. I am contacting you on behalf of Dr. Stephanie
Eddleman, who is a contributing author to Persuasions: The Jane Austen Journal.
Dr. Eddleman is a faculty member at our university and would like to deposit the full text of the following article(s) from
Persuasions into Scholar Works, our institutional repository. Dr. Eddleman has authorized me to seek permission on her
behalf in order to include her work in our repository.
Article:
Eddleman, SM , 2015, Past the Bloom: Beauty and Aging in the Works of Jane Austen, Persuasions, Vol 37, 119-133
Scholar Works is a not-for-profit service for our academic authors and seeks to provide access to the full-text of their
publications for our learning community. Full bibliographic details are given for each article, including the journal of original
publication, etc.
When possible, it is preferred to archive the finalized pdf version as it appears in print. The pdf version has an advantage
over using the author's own version, in that it maintains consistency in appearance of the article wherever it is read. This
also maintains a closer association of the article with the Journal, through the header-title and journal house-style.
I would be grateful if you could contact me to give your permission for including this article and to pass on any conditions
that are associated. If it would be possible to use the published pdf version of the article for this purpose, then please
confirm this. Additionally, if it is possible for you to give ongoing permission for future submissions by Dr. Eddleman it
would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you for your attention with this and I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Lisa Fuller
-Lisa Underwood Fuller, MS
Student Success Librarian
Brackett Library, Harding University
Assistant Professor
501-279-4185
lfuller@harding.edu
Susan Allen Ford <sford@deltastate.edu>
To: Lisa Fuller <lfuller@harding.edu>

Mon, Mar 12, 2018 at 1:54 PM

Dear Lisa,
I'm sorry it's taken me so long to respond to your inquiry. (I'm recovering from surgery, and I seem
to have lost track of a few things.) Of course you may have permission to deposit Stephanie

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=8439f8668b&jsver=-9j_g79i2Ak.en.&view=pt&q=sford%40deltastate.edu&qs=true&search=query&th=1621bfd7fffca24a&sim
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Eddleman's essay "Past the Bloom" in Scholar Works. Please include the information related to its
original publication. Please also let me know if you need a pdf version; I'll have to ask for it from
our Publications Secretary.
Best-Susan
Susan Allen Ford
Editor,
Division of Languages and Literature
DSU Box 3215
Delta State University
Cleveland, MS 38733

Persuasions/Persuasions On-Line

662-846-4082

From: Lisa Fuller <lfuller@harding.edu>
Sent: Saturday, February 17, 2018 3:32 PM
To: Susan Allen Ford
Subject: Seeking permission for use
[Quoted text hidden]

Lisa Fuller <lfuller@harding.edu>
To: Justin Lillard <jlillard@harding.edu>

Mon, Mar 12, 2018 at 2:22 PM

Do we want a pdf or do we want to link to it online?
[Quoted text hidden]

Justin Lillard <jlillard@harding.edu>
To: Lisa Fuller <lfuller@harding.edu>

Mon, Mar 12, 2018 at 3:39 PM

I say get the PDF if that's the option. We can always link out to the online version as well to give them additional traffic,
but it's ideal to have a copy of our own just in case the host site ever goes down.
[Quoted text hidden]

--

Justin Lillard, MA, MACM, MLIS
Theological & Reference Librarian/Assistant Professor
Brackett Library, Harding University
(501) 279-4251
Box 12267
Searcy, AR 72149-5615
http://www.harding.edu/library/
Lisa Fuller <lfuller@harding.edu>
To: Susan Allen Ford <sford@deltastate.edu>

Mon, Mar 12, 2018 at 3:53 PM

Thank you so much, and I'm sorry to hear of your recent surgery. I hope that you have a smooth recovery and that all will
be well.
If we could acquire a PDF version, it would be appreciated.
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Be well,
Lisa
[Quoted text hidden]
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